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Commission Schedule
The Customer Bonus and Fast Start Bonus are both 
paid out in real time; they are entered into your 
E-Wallet instantly.

The Two Team Pay, Sponsoring Matching Bonus, 
Generation Matching Bonus, and the Global Bonus 
Pool are paid out weekly with a one-week delay. For 
these the commissionable week runs 12:00 am EST 
Wednesday through 11:59 pm EST Tuesday, and the 
corresponding commissions are entered into your 
E-Wallet the following Wednesday. 

The Lifestyle Bonus and Mini Lifestyle Bonus are paid 
out monthly; they are entered into your E-Wallet on or 
before the 15th of the month following the 
commissionable period.

You can request a payout from your E-Wallet at any 
time, and it will be paid out on the upcoming Friday. All 
such requests submitted through the week by 12:00 
am  EST Thursday are paid out on the Friday of that 
same week.

Stop Waiting.  Start Living.  Make Every Day Epic!

60% Rule for Total Payout: The Two Team Pay pays individual Brand Partners up to 20% on the 
Commissionable Volume (CV) of their smaller (lesser-volume) team until the total payout across the company 
reaches 60% of the collective company-wide CV.  If the total company-wide payout is calculated to be over 
60%, actual individual payouts will be adjusted down to make the total company-wide payout be 60%. If the 
total payout is under 60%, the difference will go into a company reserve to cover any weeks that the payout is 
higher. This is designed to ensure that B-Epic can always pay out the maximum amount possible to our Brand 
Partners without paying out too much, so that we can ensure the stability of the pay plan long term.
NOTE: The maximum Two Team Pay is $20,000 USD per week.

Explanation of PV and CV: Every product has an assigned PV and CV value. Personal Volume (PV) 
reflects the dollar amount that the person paid for the product (i.e., the purchase price). Commissionable 
Volume (CV) is the dollar value assigned to the product for the calculation of commissions.

DISCLAIMER: All Brand Partners understand before joining or purchasing any product that there are NO guaranteed earnings. Refer to Terms and Conditions at www.bepic.com. 


